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Loyalty program rules of BFB Capital LLC
How to become a member:
•

Make transactions on pairs of foreign currency, futures contracts on commodities and indices on
accounts of the type BFB Standard / BFB Pro, the total volume of which should exceed 15 lots per
calendar month.

Special conditions:
1. To confirm your membership in the loyalty program, activate the “BFB Club” button in Client Office.
All subsequent volume of transactions will begin to be summed up.
1.1. If the start date of membership does not coincide with the beginning of the calendar month, then the
minimum required volume of transactions will be calculated as the ratio of fifteen and the quantity of days
from the start date to the end of the month by the quantity of days in the current month.
For example, if in the current month 30 days, and the date of activation of the “BFB Club” button fell on
the 20th day (inclusive), then to membership in the program it is necessary to complete the volume: 15 *
(30-19) / 30 = 5.5 lots.
2. For 1 lot of transactions in pairs of foreign currency, futures contracts for goods and indices, the
Company charges the customer 1 US dollar on the balance of a virtual bank card of ASB Belarusbank
OJSC.
3. Transfer of funds is carried out until the 10th day in the month following the reporting. The minimum
amount for transfer is 15 US dollars, the maximum is 150 US dollars. If the volume of transactions has not
reached the required value, then this volume is transferred to the next month. The amount of funds to be
transferred is formed only from the volume of operations of the reporting month and its previous one, and
earlier periods are not taken into account.
4. The terms of this program apply only to residents and having a residence permit in the Republic of
Belarus.
5. The company reserves the right to make changes to the existing loyalty program at any time at its sole
discretion, and also not to extend the terms of this program to customers who use the BFB Absolute account,
or with whom individual working conditions are agreed that differ from the conditions contained in the
official Company website.

